Welcome
James W. Cook
Department Chair, Professor of History and American Studies

Student Speaker
Meghan Clark
History Class of 2019

Undergraduate Teaching Award
Colleen Grogan
University of Michigan History Club

Undergraduate Award for Leadership and Service,
LSA Honors Awards, History Honors Awards
Hussein Fancy
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Associate Professor of History

Keynote Address:
Historians and Public Policy
Maris A. Vinovskis
A.M. and H.P. Bentley Professor of History
Professor Vinovskis received his PhD from Harvard University and joined the U-M History faculty in 1974. He was deputy staff director to the US House Select Committee on Population in 1978 and served as a consultant for the US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in the early 1980s. During the George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton administrations he worked in the US Department of Education. Professor Vinovskis is the author or co-author of ten books on topics ranging from contemporary education policy to the social history of the antebellum United States.

Recognition of Graduates
Kali Israel
Associate Professor of History
Ian Shin
Assistant Professor of American Culture and History

University of Michigan
Department of History
Class of 2019
Trevor J. Andrews • Sabrina Angel • Soyoung Back
Emily Bacon • Aaron Baker • Joshua Beard
Niccolo Beltramo • Jesse Blumberg • Jami Bohrer
James Phillip Borgman • Connor Brazeau
Meghan Brody • Sean Cantrell • Yilin Cao
Will Simpson Carter • William Scott Carter
Noah Cicurel • Meghan Clark
Cooper Anton Tarik Clay • Brandy Clymer
Timothy Cohn • Emma Cook • Dominic Coschino
Alex Crane • Andrea M. Cremonesi • Delesiya Davis
Michael Demetriou • Fernando Diaz • Joshua Dicker
Emma Alanna Dietz-Jacob • Tanner Ellis
Alyssa Fabrizio • Bryan Foster • Kyle Frank
Jake Gillhespy • Gladys Gonzalez • Colleen Grogan
Ian Harman • Meredith Hawkins • Zhaoying He
Kaitlyn Heiss • Elijah Hoppes
Dimitar Aco Jakimovski • Nikola Jaksic
Jerry Arlen Jones • Robert Joseph • Joshua Katz
Tyler Kempf • Ilina Krishen • Jesse Krislov
Hailey Kruger • Kathryn Kugler • Michelle Kujat
Alexandra Leav • Molly Lippitt • Isabella Little